Epic 301/302

Economical and classic UC headset
for CC&O and Home Workers

EPIC 301/302 headsets provide the customers with outstanding noise canceling
and audio experience in contact centers, open offices and home offices where
UC platforms are deployed. Busy light indication allows the customer to
concentrate on the work more efficiently. Epic 302 has stereo sound which
delivers richer audio quality, ideal for phone calls, music and other multimedia.
With the arrival of EPIC 301/302, the customers could get a comfortable,
durable and easy-to-use UC headset at an affordable price.
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Epic 301

Our Vision
Leading Technology
Advanced Noise Cancelling Technology guarantees high performance sound quality and the best user experience
Simple Design
Nordic style perfectly combines outer simplicity and inner excellence
Delicate Details
From products to service, we look deep into every detail to meet your every need
Adjustable memory steel headband

11° rotatable ear cap and flat ear cushions

Plug and Play

Busy Light
315 ° rotatable and fexible microphone boom

Call Answer/End
Volume+

Noise canceling microphone

VolumeMute

Epic 302

Product Features
Directional noise canceling microphone blocks the unwanted background noise to transmit the clear and natural sound
Lightweight memory steel headband, rotatable ear cap and flat foam ear cushions for a comfortable fit
Robust design and high quality materials withstand intensive daily use
Plug and play, easy to set up and fast to deploy
Convenient call management including call answer/end, mute, volume+ and volume- 1
Busy light indication shows the working status and prevents unnecessary interruptions2
DSP (Digital Signal Processing) for clear voice communications even in a noisy environment
Stereo sound for binaural headset (Epic 302), ideal for calls, music and multimedia
Compatible with most leading UC platforms
ADDASOUND’s headsets follow the International Noise Safety Standards and help create a safe and comfortable work
environment
1.Call answer/end only works on Skype for Business
2.Busy light only works on Skype for Business
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